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Single or double mixer taps made 
from chrome plated brass with 
chromed handles.  Supplied with 
brass adaptors for both 3/8" and 
1/2" plumbing connections.
Height above bench - 170mm

RWB2185 Single tap

RWB2186 Double mixer tap

RWB1421B Additional 1/2" x 3/8" M/F 
 brass reducers

A range of quality Italian single and 
mixer taps in chrome plated brass.

Mini  Taps / Faucets - Chrome  Brasss

Hot and cold water mixer taps 
made from chrome plated brass.
Suits both 3/8" and 1/2"
inlet connections.  1/2" shower 
hose attachment in centre.

RWB2187 Shower mixer tap

Mini  Shower  Tap

Supplied In 
Colour Retail 
Display Box

10 - Flexible  Water  Tanks - Lalizas

 Flexible  Drinking  Water  Tanks - Standard

Lalizas flexible water tanks can solve the problem 
of storing water on your boat as they are strong 
and flexible and can be fitted into compartments 
where it would be impossible to install a rigid tank.

These flexible tanks do NOT have an outer nylon 
cover like the Plastimo tanks on previous page - they 
have a strong single layer of PVC.
They are made of non-toxic PVC so they are suitable 
for drinking water.  These tanks are supplied with the 
inlet and outlet fitting loose - so you can install them 
in a desirable location on the tank.  Installing the 
fittings is a relatively simple task and full instructions 
are included with the tanks on how to do that.

These tanks are supplied with a valve fitted and 
have tie-down points built into the edge of the tank. 
Available in a variety of shapes and sizes.
Supplied colour boxed for open retail display.
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Rectangular  Shaped  Flexible  Tanks
RWB8800   55 litre 600mm    x 740mm
RWB8801   75 litre 840mm    x 740mm
RWB8802 100 litre 1 metre    x 740mm
RWB8803 120 litre 1.2 metre x 740mm
RWB8804 150 litre 1.5 metre x 740mm
RWB8805 200 litre 1.7 metre x 740mm

Triangular  Shaped  Tanks
RWB8806   55 litre   860 x 210 x   930mm
RWB8807 100 litre 1080 x 210 x 1080mm

Spare  Parts  For  Tanks
SP755  Outet fitting 16mm hose

SP756  Inlet fitting 40mm hose

SP757  Valve


